Instructions on a Footsie Tootsie Party
By Chris Anderson
3096 East Somerset Drive
Spanish Fork, UT 84660
801-471-3159 cell
I developed this method when ill and needing to build my Young Living business. I did
these one-on-one with friends. They became so popular that I was doing it with two
friends! It developed into a meeting where 6 – 8 came. I quickly learned that if you
have 8 people you need to have 3 facilitators to apply the oils while I spoke as they
massaged the guest’s feet. I have done these meeting groups as small as 3 and large as
30. Recently I did one with 127 people attending. What I learned from this is the need
for touch, the people’s desire for the foot massage! At the meeting with 127 people, we
did 40 massages, then we did a regular meeting. After the meeting, we did 30 more.
That left 57 people disappointed. This is for the beginning distributors to share with
their friends, not being intimidated about learning “how to sell” but just sharing and
caring about the person to whom you are giving the application of oils to their feet. The
most successful meetings are not confusion from too many people, but smaller, more
intimate groups. Over the years I have learned many things:

The Do’s and Don’ts of this method of introduction to oils:







The person applying the oils sits below the guest on the floor. It is easier for the
guest to relax. They feel less threatened about us coming on strong to “sell the
product”. It is a subconscious feeling that develops if you are sitting below the guest
as a servant, not coming across as a high pressured salesman.
This meeting is a GIFT of LOVE with no intent to get the sale. It is a friendship
meeting for them to get to know you and what you are about. It is a fact finding time
for you about them. Once trust is established, an invite to future meetings is given.
If they want to know more, and want to know how to buy them, I share that at the end
of the meeting…very low key. I don’t want to be caught up in having distractions at
the end with selling, but getting to know the person.
If they feel uncomfortable about having their feet rubbed, offer to massage their
hands and arms instead.
Do not heat the towels in a rooster pan for it will not give out enough heat for the 20
minutes that you need. It is best to heat them in an oven at 350 degrees. Sometimes
the only method you can use is a microwave on high heat for 10 minutes. Put the
towels wet in microwave to heat during the time you are giving the oil application to
feet. They MUST BE HOT, not warm.
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Do NOT mention at the beginning “We have to ask who has epilepsy, blood thinners
or are nursing mothers? We cannot have you using oils.” Mentioning negativism AT
THE FIRST IS NOT THE TIME TO DO IT. It will leave a fear in everyone that oils
are not safe.
Before applying just ask if any of these conditions are present. If not… move on.
If so, explain quickly without giving a lesson on it. This is not a time to be doing a
seminar on oils, but a gift of giving…a present to the person who trusted enough in
the process. This is not to be a class on how much you know, but all about how
exciting the oils are!

Materials Needed:

















A Signup sheet with Name, Address, then email and phone of guests
Thank you cards to write to them afterwards
Hand towels-2 for each person
Plastic bags for small wastebaskets. I like to use the white ones from Cosco or
the Young Living ones with the YL logo on the bags
Astro-Bright assorted colored envelopes (50 in a box) from Staples that are 5”x9”
in size
Name Tags for a larger group
Sign in sheet for larger groups (just write down the contact info for small groups)
Enough towels for the person applying the oils to have on their laps. I do not
want to see them getting wet or having oils get on their clothes. The people’s feet
will be on their legs so you need a towel under them.
Oils: Di-Gize or Release or Fennel for Root Chakra. Only one oil will you use
for each chakra. See Below your choice of oils for each chakra. Why?
Some people have never had oils on them. Do not overload their systems
with your enthusiasm by applying too many oils. Caution is paramount.
Some people want to do the oils from the Premium Starter Kit. There are 10
oils in this kit. (Your choice of what you want to do, but if you use more oils,
use less drops.) Also remember if you used oregano-hot with lavendercooling, it has a canceling effect. Stay away from hot oils and if you want to
introduce Thieves, I only give it to them to smell.
A glass of water to drink for guests, with little explanation as possible.
(explanation: “Oils are powerful and they will begin to detox your cells of
unwanted material. It is wise to drink a lot of water tonight and tomorrow.”
Stop… and say no more!!! Do not overload your guests with “whys”!
An oven turned up to 350 Degrees along with cookie sheets. If the sheets are
dirty use aluminum foil to line the bottom so your towels do not stain.
Glass bowels to put the oils in for each person applying oils. They need to be
safe so no spillage happens to the floors from oils.
A tote on wheels after the meeting to carry out the wet towels to the car. They
will be heavy!
Spray bottle of Thieves or Hand sanitizer and towelettes or a wet wash cloth for
people to wipe their feet before you begin
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Display table if it is that important to you. But then this also brings that pressure
feeling that this is a “Mary Kay or a Pampered Chef” party where they feel they
will have to buy a lipstick or a potato peeler “to get out of here” feeling. I
discourage it other than to bring out a kit at the end with an exciting way to say,
“Young Living makes it so simple to have the oils by providing a kit with 10 oils
and a diffuser for you! I have it here for you to see!” I am very low key about it.
Those who want to buy or sign up…will ask! I promise! And those who are
thinkers…I then go to game plan two. See that further down in presentation!
A product guide and a Packet of info in a bright colored envelope and a plate of
cookies for each guest. With a product guide they will see all the products and
kits themselves without this table of products set up as a sales meeting!
Your business card with your picture on it (which should be in envelope) but also
on table with sign-up sheet
Tongs…to grasp the extremely hot, steaming towels from the oven to give to the
facilitator. Tongs are not given to each facilitator, for if they cannot touch them,
then the towels are too hot to apply to a person’s feet.
3 handouts only. And do them in consecutive order. 1-handout on Hertz
explanation and frequency of oils (build anticipation)
2-handout on feet and hand vita flex points 3- handout on tooth vita flex point
with the back chart on back
Make a 15 ml bottle of 2/3rds V-6 oil in it with 10 drops of Valor and 10 drops of
Grounding oil for each facilitator.

Points to Remember:


“The Invite” is 90% enthusiasm and your belief in the oils and 100% in
calling them personally to invite them with a follow up reminder in the mail.
Also a send them a text message. Example text: “6 hours to countdown for
Foot massage on YOUR feet!! We want your presence with us to enjoy oils!
I am so excited to have you with us! 6:30 tonight!!”



The meeting is 90% enthusiasm that is genuine and 100% caring about your
guests!
The “staying presence of your guests” is your love and attention to your
guests. If they quickly get up and leave, you know something has not gone
well. If they stay and mingle, you did it right!





Knowledge is important but using the EODR (Essential Oils Desk Reference
Book from Essential Science) shows them they could do this presentation.
Duplication is about simplicity.



Follow up with “a thank you” to them the next day. Some people leave to get
their kids in bed. You following up with a thank you call gives them a chance
to ask you questions and giving them one on one time with you.
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Just because someone does not show interest, does not mean they are not
interested. We do not know what is behind their door. Perhaps a paycheck
this month goes to some other goals they have or they have to run home to put
kids to bed. This is not a rejection of you. Allow the process. Never put
constraints on them or your distributors who are building their business. We
all have fears and needs. This is a baby step approach to develop a business
with HUGE outcomes of growing a base under the shyest of business builders.
Everyone’s timing is different. It is not for us to decide how or when a person
buys or builds. Our place as leaders is to “allow the process” of everyone’s
development. I had my daughter finally join me to build her business after 20
years of seeing me doing it. Timing of when they build or when they buy is
in their control of their situation.
Our responsibility in leadership is to love and accept all paths our guests or
our distributors take to buy the products or develop their business.
It is not about you, but about those before you to answer their questions.

The Meeting Begins and Ends Within 1 Hour:







“I am so excited to have you here! And I am so excited to share with you these
fabulous oils! They are so powerful! Divine! Hair Raising! Body Raising!
Emotion Raising! What do I mean? Well…..!!!......Young Living has products
for our cell’s health. We have hair products that are free from chemicals! We
have oils for our emotions. We won’t have time to explain or get into the
emotional oils tonight. But soon we will have a class on this, that you are
certainly invited to come and even bring a guest. Young Living has supplements!
And they have Green Products for our home! We have it all….right here!
We are going to apply 7 oils to open and awaken your body chakras. What are
chakras? This is an Eastern term that the West has adopted but in simple terms,
they are our organ systems. And we will finish the massage with peppermint then
put two hot, very moist towels around your feet. But first let us give you the
Peppermint Awakening! Pass around the peppermint bottle and drop 1-2 drops of
peppermint oil on your palm of hands. Then rub both hands together and spin in
a clockwise motion. Cup your hands over your nose and breathe! This will
awaken your brain for an exciting inhalation experience! Did you know that there
are several ways to receive oils to the body? One is inhalation, another is
application and the other is ingestion. Young Living Oils can be ingested,
applied and inhaled for they are safe. No harmful chemicals are allowed at
Young Living. From Seed to Seal, all our oils are of the highest grade, never
allowing any harmful chemicals from the ground to the distillation. They are
even safe for new born babies. (move on. You do NOT have time for details.
This is an introduction meeting that lasts only one hour) Watch your time!
We will be massaging each foot for about 5 minutes, then putting peppermint on
as the last oil, then applying hot moist towels to your feet. I can promise you, this
is divine! (build their enthusiasm and anticipation up)
Read the front side only of the Hertz explanation paper or have someone in the
audience read it. ONLY PASS THIS PAGE OUT. NOTHING MORE until the
next steps.
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1. STEP ONE
We begin by putting on Valor and Grounding oils on. They have a lower frequency
to them. The best way I can explain this is, if your baby is just born, you do not shout
“hello baby! Welcome!” You quietly say, “Hello, I am so glad you came into our
world.” It is a whisper, isn’t it? The baby is adjusting to your presence.
So it is with Valor and Grounding. It is a very calming experience to the cells of
your body!
Did you know that every oils are in every cell within 20 minutes of them being
applied? And did you know that oils are the life force of the blood! Also they are
oxygen carriers and healthy chemical carriers of the plant, providing sustenance for
our bodies to experience a gentler way of supporting our body. They have no side
effects and this is important to know!!!
WARNING: this is NOT the time to dump a whole truck load of knowledge on
them. IT would be like you forcing your new born baby to eat solid food at birth.
KEEP IT SIMPLIFIED. IT IS THE EXPERIENCE OF FEELING that you want to
achieve. It is like falling in love…you want more!!! As the oils are applied, you
want them to focus in on the feeling of what is happening IN THEM, not transferring
the feeling from the feet to their brains where they have to hang on every word you
say to ingest and digest knowledge. This knowledge they obtain will come from
classes you will be teaching soon.
2. STEP TWO
We next hand out the Vita Flex chart of feet and hands and have a “Did you know”
session of showing Vita Points in their feet and hands and how they relate to the back
nervous system too. Questions you can ask when showing them the handout:
 Did you know that this area is your hips?!
 Did you know that if you put Myrtle oil on the stems of your feet, where they
attach to your foot in the sinus Vita Point…it helps stop coughing?! Isn’t this
exciting?
 Did you know that peppermint on your big toes aids with headaches and that
all the nerve endings for your head are in your big toes!!
 Did you know that if your back is in a cast and you have an itch there, you can
apply oils such as Peace and Calming or lavender oils to the arch of your foot
and get relief!? Isn’t this exciting!?
 Did you know that if your blood pressure goes up, that applying Peace and
Calming, or Ylang Ylang or Lavender oils on heart meridian and over the
heart, can bring relief to many!
Why we have so many oils for so many applications that we even have a book that
simplifies the learning process. (SHOW THE EXCITING BOOKS WE HAVE)
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3. STEP THREE
Now pass out the tooth chart and explain how the teeth can be a voice that speaks for
your organs. Sometimes, but not always, a tooth aches because a related organ
needs attention. Go then to the corresponding organs of the particular aching tooth
and see if that organ vita point on the hands, feet and back are sore. If they are,
suggest that you might want to support them with oils to bring up the frequency of the
organ. If the pain stops, you might not need a dentist. (everyone is in awe of this)
But also support their need to go to the dentist, too. It may be a cavity or a root canal
they need!

Ask them how the oils feeling on their feet. (allow comments…they will all be good!)
What oils we have been put on your feet:
 Valor and Grounding as the into oils
 The Root Chakra: base of spine-Cedarwood or Release or Surrender or Sage
or Valor
 The Sacral Chakra: lower abdomen-Tangerine or Bergamot or Di-Gize or
Peace and Calming or fennel
 The Solar Plexus: midway between your solar plexus and base of SternumGinger or lemon or Sandalwood
 Heart Chakra: center of the chest at heart level-Aroma Life or Jasmine or
Lavender or Marjoram or Rose
 Throat Chakra: throat base of neck-Endogize or Transformation or lemongrass
or myrtle
 Third Eye Chakra: forehead between eyebrows-Frankincense or geranium or
sandalwood or Sacred Mountain
 Crown Chakra: top of the head-Frankincense or 3 Wise Men
KEEP IT SIMPLE. YOU CAN ALSO DO THE OILS IN THE START KIT BUT
BEWARE….IT IS ALMOST TOO MUCH OF AN OVERLOAD AND TAKES TOO
LONG
 Finish off with lots of peppermint. Take the first hot towel lengthwise and
fold over. Now you have 2 thicknesses and put the feet together and start at
the bottom of feet and bring around to the top and put the towel around and
close at the top.
 Take the 2nd towel and open it up with it being quite a lot hotter. Put around
the back of the ankles and bring around to the front and place the next fold
over the toes. Then take the side and fold to the end side and then the other
side bring to the middle. Quickly put the plastic bag over towels and feet and
then aid the person by helping them put their feet on the floor off from your
lap.

Done!!
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THERE WILL STILL BE TIME LEFT. AT THIS POINT DECIDE ON POWERFUL
POINTS YOU MAY HAVE FORGOTTEN. Watch the time! Stick to a 1 hour
presentation. Respect that! Thank them for their attention and ask if there are any
questions! Then give them each a PRODUCT GUIDE of Young Living’s Products.
They can be looking at it while their feet are still wrapped. Announce the refreshment
table and also give them the astro brite envelope at the very end as they go out the door
with a plate of cookies. (attached to this handout are suggestions of what I put in the
envelop). Thank them for coming. Help them off with their towels. Then watch the
excitement build!

Why the cookies? To let them go home knowing you appreciated them. Seal the
astrobright envelope and give it to them just as they go out the door so that they wait until
they get home to open it.

Attached are some suggestions of things
that I put in the Astro Bright envelopes.
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A Prophecy Whose Time Has Come
Dr. David Stewart
“Sooner or later, all synthetic drugs and antibiotics become ineffective or lethal and have to
be discontinued. . . Patented medicines are all unnatural, composed of molecules never
before existing on planet earth. Our bodies were not made to utilize, metabolize, and
eliminate such substances. This is why all pharmaceuticals, without exception, have negative
side effects.
“By contrast, properly administered natural products, such as essential oils, have little or no
untoward side effects. They can be taken into the body and utilized, metabolized, and
eliminated when they have completed their healing mission. The majority of side effects from
oils and natural products, if any, are unexpected good ones. . .
THE END OF ALLOPATHY AS WE KNOW IT
“. . .Allopathic medicines (antibiotics, pharmaceuticals, and synthetic drugs) all eventually
become ineffective and obsolete, requiring that drug companies engage in endless research
to find the next prescription to replace the antiquated ones. Modern Medicine is based on a
flawed paradigm employing pharmaceuticals of only transient value.
“Holistic natural medicine, including essential oils, addresses root causes from the quantum
behavior of electrons, to the intelligence of the cells, to the human mind
and spirit. True and permanent healing can occur when the right environment of balance in
body, mind, and soul have been established. Furthermore, the medicines of nature, which
include herbs and essential oils, will never become ineffective. Their therapeutic, Divinely
created properties are forever. Holistic medicine, incorporating essential oils, is based on a
more encompassing paradigm of permanent value. . .
A NEW AND BETTER SYSTEM
“. . .it is inevitable that allopathic medicine, as we know it today, will eventually shrink into a
very minor part of the health care system, dealing only with traumas, crises, and acute
situations, while true health care, true healing, and true regimens of wellness will come from
the concepts of natural medicine using plants and other natural substances as God made
them and intended them for our benefit. . .
“. . . future health care will not primarily be allopathic in its approach. It will be holistic and
natural and essential oils will be a fundamental and principal element of the new system.
Drug-based medicine, as practiced today, is eventually doomed to disappear because it is
based on transient medicines and a flawed paradigm. . . Its fall was predictable and
inevitable from the beginning.
“.The birth and labor of a new and better system is already well underway and progressing
well. All of you who are educating yourselves in oils, herbs, nutrition, healthy life styles, and
natural health care solutions are the midwives of the new system.”
Editor’s Note: The comments above were published almost five years ago in the Sept -Oct issue of
The Raindrop Messenger, Vol 5. No. 5 in an article entitled: “The Transience of Drugs and
Permanence of Oils.” You can access the full article by visiting www.RaindropTraining.com and
clicking on “Newsletter Archives” on the home page. We have always known that current medical
practices cannot endure indefinitely, but had thought the end of medicine as we kn ow it would not
come during our life time. However, as the following article by Jeremy Laurance (given below) will
attest, the time for a drastic shift in medical practice is apparently now. More than 25 years ago,
Robert Mendelsohn, MD, made this prediction in his book entitled, “Confessions of a Medical Heritic”
(published in 1985). He said, “Antibiotics, other pharmaceuticals, and much of what physicians
practice today will some day become obsolete and ineffective. When that happens, the medical
establishment will fall like a house of cards.”
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The End of Medicine as We Know It
By JEREMY LAURANCE
JEREMY LAURANCE IS HEALTH EDITOR AT THE INDEPENDENT, A BRITISH NEWS PUBLICATION. THE FOLLOWING
ARTICLE WAS POSTED ON THE INTERNET ON MARCH 16, 2012. IT CAN BE FOUND AT
HTTP://WWW.INDEPENDENT.CO.UK/LIFE-STYLE/HEALTH-AND-FAMILIES/HEALTH-NEWS/HEALTH-CHIEFWARNS-AGE-OF-SAFE-MEDICINE-IS-ENDING-7574579.HTML

HEALTH CHIEF WARNS AGE OF SAFE MEDICINE IS ENDING
(Antibiotic crisis will make routine operations impossible and a scratched knee could be fatal)
The world is entering an era where injuries as common as a child’s scratched knee could kill,
where patients entering hospitals gamble with their lives, and where routine operations such as a
hip replacement become too dangerous to carry out, the head of the World Health Organization
(WHO) has warned. There is a global crisis in antibiotics caused by rapidly evolving resistance
among microbes responsible for common infections that threaten to turn them into untreatable
diseases, said Margaret Chan, Director General of the WHO.
Addressing a meeting of infectious disease experts in Copenhagen, she said that every antibiotic
ever developed was at risk of becoming useless.
“A post-antibiotic era means, in effect, an end to modern medicine as we know it.
Things as common as strep throat or a child’s scratched knee could once again kill.”
She continued: “Antimicrobial resistance is on the rise in Europe, and elsewhere in the world. We
are losing our first-line antimicrobials.
“Replacement treatments are more costly, more toxic, need much longer durations of treatment,
and may require treatment in intensive care units.
“For patients infected with some drug-resistant pathogens, mortality has been shown to increase
by around 50 per cent.
“Some sophisticated interventions, like hip replacements, organ transplants, cancer
chemotherapy, and care of preterm infants, would become far more difficult or even too
dangerous to undertake.”
Britain has seen a 30 per cent rise in cases of blood poisoning caused by E. coli bacteria
between 2005 and 2009, from 18,000 to more than 25,000 cases. Those resistant to antibiotics
have risen from 1 per cent at the beginning of the century to 10 per cent.
The most powerful antibiotics are carbapenems, which are used as a last line of defense for the
treatment of resistant infections. In 2009, carbapenem-resistant K. pneumoniae, a bug present in
the gut, were first detected in Greece but by the following year had spread to Italy, Austria,
Cyprus and Hungary.
The European Centre for Disease Control and Prevention reported that the percentage of
carbapenem-resistant K. pneumonia had doubled from 7 per cent to 15 per cent. An estimated
25,000 people die each year in the European Union from antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections.
In the UK, the Government pledged £500,000 for research into the threat last month. Dr Chan
was speaking as the World Health Organization launched The Evolving Threat of Antimicrobial
Resistance: Options for Action, a book which warns that breakthrough treatments discovered in
the last century for flu, tuberculosis, malaria and HIV may become ineffective in the coming
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years. She called for action to restrict the use of antibiotics in food production and a crackdown
on counterfeit medicines. “Worldwide, the fact that greater quantities of antibiotics are used in
healthy animals than in unhealthy humans is a cause for great concern,” she said.
Discovering new medicines to treat resistant super-bugs has proved increasingly difficult and
costly, as they are taken only for a short period and the commercial returns are low.
Dr. Chan continued: “In terms of new replacement antibiotics, the pipeline is virtually dry. The
cupboard is nearly bare.
“From an industry perspective, why invest considerable sums of money to develop a new
antimicrobial when irrational use will accelerate its ineffectiveness before the investment can be
recouped?”
She called for measures to tackle the threat by: 1. doctors prescribing antibiotics appropriately,
and 2. Patients following their treatment protocols, and 3. Restrictions on the use of antibiotics in
animals. But she said attention was “still sporadic” and actions “inadequate.”
“At a time of multiple calamities in the world, we cannot allow the loss of essential antimicrobials,
essential cures for many millions of people, to become the next global crisis,” she said.
___________________________
In NO way are these testimonials to diagnose your problems or health challenges. Always
consult your physician. These testimonials are unique to the person sharing them. We
invite all to learn more about Young Living essential oils. They support body systems by
strengthen them. The Essential Desk Reference book is a great place to begin such study!
You may find that at Life Science Publishing or Amazon.
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Emotional and Physiological Effects of Essential Oils
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Dr. Joan Barice, MD
Dr. Joan, known as “the doctor who dropped from the sky” survived a plane crash in the
remote arctic wilderness. A Stanford and Harvard trained medical doctor, board certified
in internal, and preventative and addiction medicine, Dr. Joan has special expertise in
complementary medicine, lifestyle medicine, nutrition, clinical aromatherapy and pain
management.
There are hundreds of studies looking at oils for their emotional and physiological
effects. Just a few are mentioned below. Most show positive results for relief of
anxiety, stress, mental clarity, decreasing agitation in dementia and so on. Measures
have included EEG’s, self-rating depression scale, state trait anxiety inventory,
accuracy of calculations, coordination and other performance measures, physiologic
parameters, functional MRI’s, immunologic parameters, and coronary blood flow.
There is considerable evidence accumulated to support their use. There are good
basic science studies validating the uses as well and elucidating specific mechanisms
of action of many oils. The fact that no serious adverse effects have been seen in the
many studies gives some support for their safety. Usually just 1-2 drops of oils is all
that is needed, and oils are known for their gentleness. (Buckle 1999)
Aromatherapy can have mild or profound psychological effects from uplifting the
spirit, to promoting mental alertness. For example a study showed University of
Miami medical students did better on exams using lavender and rosemary, as did
another study with peppermint. A study of office workers in Japan showed improved
work accuracy with diffusing of lemon essential oil.
We know now that stress can result in release of cortisol, insulin, adrenalin,
noradrenalin, a cascade of inflammatory chemicals, and that chronic stress is a
significant component of most major illnesses. It is important to address the stress
as soon as possible. Studies indicate that aromatherapy is helpful for relaxation and
to ease the symptoms of stress. Lavender has been demonstrated to lower cortisol
level. Several oils can be effective by inhalation with virtually no risks.
University studies have shown lavender is associated with decreased mental stress
(Motomora 2001), induces relaxation (Dimpfel 2004), alleviates anxiety (Itai 2005),
has a calming effect on the central nervous system while reducing blood pressure
(Tanida et al 2006), and can produce tremendous relaxation in a relatively short
period of time (Mathers 91).
We know stress is a risk factor for heart disease. Essential oils have been studied in
many universities:
Dr Mehmet Oz shared his experience with heart surgery patients who benefitted from
oils. Heart transplant patients have tremendous emotional issues to deal with (Sylvia
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1997) and oils can be helpful. One study in healthy volunteers showed blood flow in
the coronary (heart) arteries improved significantly with lavender aroma (2007, Yumi
Shiina et al)
Being a patient in a hospital is stressful. A pleasant aroma may help patients be
more comfortable and make it easier for the staff too. It may even save some time
and money. Being a health professional can be stressful too. Taking 5 minutes to
inhale oil of lavender or chamomile might refresh, relax and restore. (Buckle 2003).
An interesting and classic study (Hay 1998) is the successful treatment of stress
related baldness with cedarwood, lavender, thyme, and rosemary…oils which have
been anecdotally used to treat baldness for more than 100 years. Randomized
double-blind placebo controlled study in 84 patients with stress related alopecia
areata, one who also had male pattern baldness. Oils were massaged into scalp for
minimum of 2 minutes every night. Researchers noted “moderate regrowth of hair”
by objective measurements. Photographs and computer analysis of tracings of bald
patches were done at 3 and 7 months. Of those who applied aromatherapy oils, 44%
had improvement after 7 months, compared to 15% in the control group. Results
were statistically significant. No patients experienced negative effects from the oils.
Studies of insomnia and depression in college students showed lavender had a
beneficial effect on both in college students (Lee 2006). Lavender also was shown to
have a beneficial effect on pain, depression and life satisfaction in arthritis patients
(Kim 2005). There are many more quality studies using oils for these conditions. Oils
that may be helpful include lavender, bergamot, lemon and ylang ylang.
One area I have particular interest in is ADD and ADHD. I have been following
several people with this problem, including several in one extended family. All of
them are doing much better on oils and off drugs. 2.5 million children are receiving
stimulant drugs for this problem. These drugs may have long-term consequences on
the developing brain as we are already seeing in the addiction field, as well as risks
to the heart.
In 2002, Friedmann did a 2 year case control study in children age 6 to 12, with a
confirmed diagnosis of ADD/ADHD as the study group and 20 without diagnosis as
control group. None were on medication. They were pretested with EEG’s and TOVA
scale. The bottom line was that all 3 oils studied restored normal brainwave patterns
and improved scholastic performance and behavior patterns. Lavender increased
performance by 53%, cedar wood by 83% and vetiver by 100%. The results were
statistically significant for vetiver.
There are separate studies of the effects of lavender, rosemary and citrus oils.
Sorensen 1999, Pitman 2000 and Spitzer 2000. 1 study had mixed results, 2 studies
showed clear improvement with oils. Methods included diffusing oils in the air,
applying them to the feet, or inhaling them from the bottle. Essential oils may have a
place in the treatment of ADHD and ADD.
Essential oils may help support patients with chronic disease and other serious
illnesses. For some even just to help them feel good is therapeutic. Cancer patients
go through enormous stresses; some of them report aromas help them manage
stress and empower them. They can also use them for nausea after chemotherapy,
for fatigue and for pain. By just inhaling peppermint or ginger results can be
immediate. Essential oils can also be used to prevent and treat post anesthesia
nausea, nausea of pregnancy (ginger oil), spasm and nausea associated with
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endoscopy, and many different GI symptoms in children and adults. (Especially
peppermint)
Oncologists were probably the first specialty in US to take essential oils (as part of
CAM) seriously. They keep their members informed about research, and some cancer
centers use them for their patients. They acknowledge that you can use different
evidence criteria for supportive treatment as opposed to primary cancer treatment.
They may choose not to use them during chemotherapy, because of potential of
counteracting effects if using oxidizing therapy, but as soon as completed they may
be used for support and prevention. (See Rakel’s Integrative Medicine, chapter on
Integrative Oncology).
Essential oils are multitalented – “as important as it is, it is not just about relaxing
patients. The same oils can also help fight infection” (Buckle) Lavender, for example,
can be calm and improve mental alertness. It is also effective against MRSA, and by
the way excellent for immediate burn treatment. Oils can be helpful for pain and for
emotional distress and be physically beneficial as well. Helping patients in the
hospital to relax may help them recover better. (Buckle 2003) They can be useful
adjuncts in psychotherapy to enhance conventional medicines while helping keep
doses low enough to reduce side effects.

Information shared here is not intended as medical advice, and cannot substitute for professional
medical advice and information. Information provided is general in nature and may be helpful to
some people but not others, depending on their personal medical needs. Always consult with your
personal physician before changing or undertaking a new exercise program or following advice
designed for general audiences only. Never disregard professional medical advice or delay getting
care because of something you have read here.
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What Are Essential Oils?
Jane G. Goldberg, Ph.D.
Practicing psychoanalyst for over 35 years and is recognized as one of the nation’s
leading authorities in the fields of psychological oncology and mind/body health.
More Than a Scent: Essential Oils Aid the Immune System
Posted: 06/ 9/11 01:40 PM ET
If you do some research into the Royal English Archives, you'll come across an
interesting little tidbit. It's a recipe for "thieves' oils." So the story goes: In the 17th
century, when all of Europe was in the thrust of the Black Plague, a small band of
marauding thieves seemed immune to the disease. They would enter the homes of Black
Plague victims and have no fear of touching the bodies as they searched for jewelry and
money. The King demanded to know their secret.
Their secret had to do with the oils they rubbed on their bodies. Because their family was
from a long lineage of apothecaries, they had knowledge about how to use oils
medicinally and prophylactically against disease. The King got the exact formulation they
were using against Black Plague and this saved his entire family from the disease.
Today we think of essential oils as mere pleasant additions to a relaxing massage. But in
olden days, some cultures valued oils even more than gold because their powerful healing
properties were known.
Essential oils have the same function in the plant as blood has to the human. When you
cut yourself, blood comes out of the cut. The blood cleanses the wound and kills bacteria
so that regeneration of the tissue can begin. Similarly, when you cut a plant, resin, or the
oil of the plant, is released. Blood is a transporter. It carries nutrients to the cells.
Oxygen is the constituent of blood that delivers the blood through the cell walls. When
oxygen is taken out of the blood, the cells mutate and give off a toxic gas. This, then,
creates a host condition that will breed disease. So, too, with plants. Oils serve as the
defense system in plants. These oils oxygenate the plant and carry nutrients, vital
elements and chemical constituents to every cell in the plant. They contain each of the
plant's healing nutrients including trace minerals, vitamins, hormones, amino acid
precursors and other components. They give the plant the ability to destroy infections,
stave off infestations, initiate and maintain growth and repair structural damage. The
essential oil of the plant is literally the life force of the plant.
When essential oils are applied to human skin, they carry the same healing force as they
do to the plant. Because they themselves carry such a high concentration of oxygen, they
also produce in the human system the highest level of oxygenating molecules of any
substance on Earth. Because the oils are so highly concentrated, they are at least 50 times
more therapeutically potent than the plant itself or herbs made from the plant.
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Essential oils detoxify the body. Oxygen pushes unwanted chemicals out of the cell.
Normal cell function and balance is established only when there is sufficient oxygen.
The absorbability of essential oils into the human system is unsurpassed. If you are
deficient in oxygen, your cell membranes will begin to thicken. When this happens,
oxygen is not able to get its nutrients through this thick wall. You may have been eating
all the nutritional food in the world, but if the blood can't get the nutrients into the cell,
you may have well-nourished blood but you won't have well-nourished cells. Essential
oils are soluble with the lipids in the cell membrane and thus go through the cellular wall.
In addition, essential oils have the capacity to change the electrical frequency of the body.
Our bodies are electrical. So is everything around us, including our television, our lights
and our microwave. The difference between us and our electrical appliances is that we
have a harmonic, coherent frequency whereas appliances operate at incoherent, chaotic
frequencies. Our appliances have the ability to fracture the frequency at which we
operate. We know that the body awake averages a frequency of 62-72 Hz. Disease sets
in when the frequency drops. The frequency of the body drops when the body comes into
contact with substances that have lower frequencies: junk food, canned or otherwise,
denatured food, drugs and even synthetic vitamins. Research has shown that merely
holding a cup of coffee in your hand can drop your frequency (probably through the
aroma which, as we will see, has a more powerful effect on us than any of us would
imagine). The electrical frequency of essential oils ranges between 52 and 320 Hz. They
have the highest frequency of any substance known to man. Because they are living
substances, their frequency is harmonic with the human frequency. When essential oils
come into contact with our bodies, the frequency of our bodies becomes raised to a
degree so that we become inhospitable hosts to pathogenic organisms.
The Prescription:
Essential oils can be applied directly to the skin. Within 21 minutes of being placed
anywhere on the human body, essential oil will penetrate every cell within the body.
We rub our bodies with oils as specific medicines. Merely breathing in the fragrance of
essential oils is a powerful healer. The healing begins in the brain. There are 800 million
nerve endings in the nose that detect odors. The nerve from the olfactory bulb extends
back toward the mid-brain and then on to the pituitary and pineal glands and finally to the
amygdala. At La Casa, each day we pick fresh Ylang Ylang flowers, eucalyptus, orange,
mint, lemongrass or lemon leaves and whatever herbs meet our health needs at the
moment. We crush these plants in our hands and just breathe in. We are breathing in the
fragrance of the essential oil as it oozes from the plant, just as blood oozes from our skin
when we are cut.
Essential oils can also be diffused in the air. Research has shown that oils can kill most
air-born microorganisms. A French study colonized 210 various microbes; within 30
minutes of misting the air with a mixture of oils, only four colonies remained alive. You
can mist your air with the fragrance of an essential oil by simply placing a few drops of
oil -- 10 to 15 -- in a regular plant water mister diluted with some water.
Enough research has been done that we now have a lot of information on what conditions
are affected by which essential oils.
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Possible therapeutic properties of essential oils:






Rose and lavender work well to treat insomnia. Rub the oil up and down the spine
just before bedtime.
Peppermint relieves nausea, vomiting and fever and soothes indigestion.
Ylang Ylang may reduce hypertension and high blood pressure. Bergamot is
thought to be effective for insect bites, cold sores, sore throat and thrush.
Clove is one of three essential oils in which no bacteria, virus or fungi can live. It
is used regularly in European hospitals.
Bitter fennel, dill and coriander have all been shown to aid diabetics in getting off
insulin.
We also believe that the therapeutic effect of food supplements and herbs is
greatly enhanced when essential oils are part of the formula. When herbs and food
supplements are prepared for sale, they are dehydrated. This dehydration releases
90 percent of the essential oil of the plant. Without the oil, most of the life force
of the plant has been evaporated out. We feel that this is one reason why herbs
used today are less effective than when our ancestors used to just go to the fields
and pick what they needed. When the essential oil is reintroduced into the
supplement, you are guaranteed that the nutrients will reach the cellular level in
your body.

I welcome you to Young Living, along with the person who introduced you to this
incredible company of essential, therapeutic oils! What a blessing they are in the
lives of many people! May they become your blessing, too!
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The Pendulum of Health

Explanation of What Causes Cravings and Diseases
Copyright 2012 by Chris Anderson
Box 803 Spanish Fork, Utah 84661
Phone (801) 471-3159 Email: OilsOffice@yahoo.com

Pretend our bodies are similar to a fulcrum pendulum. If you lift the pendulum on the left side
45 degrees and let it go, it will sway to the right side almost 45 degrees. This is called “Energy in
Motion”. Again, if you lift the pendulum up 60 degrees, it will sway to the other side almost 60
degrees. Just as a pendulum is “Energy in Motion”, our bodies are similar in design. The body
wants to complete the energy it creates and it also wants to remain in balance.
What would happen if a janitor of a science museum that has a fulcrum pendulum decides it
would be fun to stop the swing of the pendulum? If that energy is interrupted in completing its
purpose of movement, it would start to shake, quivering, because it was thrown out of balance.
Let’s equate that with our body systems. Take the illustration of this pendulum below. It
represents the food chain that our bodies need to fulfill its energy cycles for optimum health. On
the right side, we have complete protein through animal products. Next to complete protein, we
can get protein from plant sources such as nuts, beans or legumes. Legumes must be
accompanied with grains to make it a complete protein. To the left of the vegetable proteins,
moving towards the center are vegetables. These are specific vegetables called cruciferous
vegetables. Examples are arugula, Bok choy, broccoli, Brussel sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower,
Chinese cabbage, collard greens, daikon, kale, kohlrabi, mustard greens, radishes, rutabaga,
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turnips, watercress, and wheatgrass. To most children, these are the boring vegetables, the
“yucky” ones! To the left of the cruciferous vegetables are the sweet and popular ones! They are
the ones our children and society predominantly eat. Examples are Potatoes (French Fries!)
corn, beets, peas and carrots. Next to the sweet vegetables on the food chain are fruits. To the
far left or the outside of the pendulum is straight sugar!
Here is the secret! The kicker to bring you into health or the kicker to kick you out of health,
depends on this principle of eating acid or alkaline forming foods! When you want balance, eat
the foods on the inside of the triangle, between the black dots of the pendulum chart. This
creates alkaline blood. But if you want to be kicked out of “health balance” eat on the parameter
of the food chain! When we eat on the outside parameter of the food chain, the body must swing
to its counterpart to bring it back into balance. If you eat a Big Mac with two meat patties, by
pendulum law, the body needs a coke and French fries or something sweet to BRING IT BACK
INTO BALANCE! The outside choices we make, brings cravings. If you eat four Oreo cookies,
what do you crave? Milk!!! That is the body trying to seek balance! If you eat a huge
Thanksgiving dinner with lots of turkey, by pendulum law, your body creates cravings for sugar
to bring it back into balance. Thus, when we eat in the parameter of the food chain, acid blood is
created in us. Acid blood creates disease. Alkaline blood keeps the body in balance. Notice what
is in the pendulum of our food chain on this chart! It is the natural foods that our Creator made
for us. You can lose cravings by moving into the middle of the food chain.
Eskimos live in a severe climate. Thus they require more meat. Hawaiians did better on fruits
and nuts for their climate was hot, but invaders on the islands introduced meat to them. The
Islanders gained weight and became less healthy! In more temperate climates, there is a pattern
also for us to learn from. In the fall, when it starts to get colder, squash is harvested. But in the
hot summer months, the water plants come on like zucchini and watermelon. August is a time
for the body to detoxify itself from environmental chemicals and wrong foods. In the spring,
more flushing takes place as detoxifying fruits come into season such as raspberries and
strawberries.
Many new discoveries are being made by people who have tried and proved this theory. And
many doctors and scientists are seeing results also. When you keep your food intake in the
middle of this pendulum, it helps create and alkaline blood state pH of 7.6. You can be healthy
and well by staying in the middle! When you are sick, if you move further into cruciferous
vegetables (the darker the better) the blood will go more alkaline, helping your immune system
to overcome its health challenges. Move away from sugar and meat to stay healthy! Check out
“THE RAVE DIET” from the Cleveland Clinic, “The China Study” by Campbell and “Acid/Alkaline
Diet” by Rudolph Wiley for even more data on this subject. A powerful book now out: “The Fast
Metabolism Diet” by Pomroy. Incredible books to understand diet!
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The Benefits of Using Essential Oils in Our Bodies

A person’s aura 15 minutes before and after oils are applied

The normal frequency range of the human body is between 62-68 Hertz; but if it
drops below that, the individual becomes a candidate for illness. This is simply because at
this point the immune system will start to shut down. Cold Symptoms appear at 58 hertz, Flu
Symptoms at 57 hertz, Candida at 55 Hertz, Epstein Bar at 52 hertz, and Cancer at 42
hertz.”
Effects of a cup of coffee: The frequency of a young man while holding a cup of
coffee dropped in 3 seconds to 58 hertz. Without the use of oils it took his body three days
to go back up to normal. Another man drank coffee and his hertz level dropped to 52 hertz.
After inhaling Young Living R.C. oil formula, his frequency returned to normal in 21 seconds.
Essential Oils may not always prevent our frequencies from dropping but they definitely
assist the body in quickly re-establishing optimal frequency.”
Aromatherapy, The Essential Beginning page 36-38 Gary Young N.D
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http://www.biospiritual-energy-healing.com/vibrational-frequency.html
Vibrational Frequency and the Subtle Energy Nature of Essential Oils
There is a subtle bio-energy that flows through all organic life. It goes by many names
and is sometimes referred to as Chi or life force. This energy is expressed as an
electromagnetic vibrational frequency – and pure essential oils have the highest
frequencies of any measured natural substance.
What is vibrational frequency? And why do we care about it?
A review of our grade school science lessons reminds us that everything vibrates. Every
atom in the universe has a specific vibratory or periodic motion. Each periodic motion
has a frequency (the number of oscillations per second) that can be measured in Hertz.
Every element in the Periodic Table has a specific vibratory frequency.
Most plants (and animals) use enzymes to break down molecular components during
their life processes. And each of these enzymes has a unique crystalline form with a
specific vibratory frequency.
The vibrational frequency of an oil reflects the integrity of these elements and enzymes
embodied within its substance –its bio-energy or life force and its original intent. This
factors into an oil’s potential therapeutic value.
Measuring Vibrational Frequencies
During his work with plants, soil, and water in his agricultural projects, Bruce Tainio of
Tainio Technology invented and built a machine called a BT3 Frequency Monitoring
System. This device – modified and perfected over the years - used a highly sensitive
sensor to measure bio-electrical frequencies of plant nutrients and essential oils.
To summarize how it worked - As a Hertzian wave is generated and travels out from its
source, it transfers energy to the objects it passes through. The frequency monitor’s
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sensor measures the nano voltage of that wave, using the predominant frequency in the
megahertz range, filtering out the lower and higher ranges. The BT3 measures the
composite frequency of the vibratory emissions in electrical voltage – MHz - of the
elements and enzymes remaining in the oils.
See - www.coherentresources.com/bt3_monitor.php Although Tainio no longer
produces the BT3 Monitor for reasons noted on the website, the findings gleaned from
his research conducted over the years with this device are remarkable.
For example, here are the average frequencies of some of the therapeutic grade
essential oils that have been measured:
* Rose (Rosa damascene).....................320 MHz
* Lavender (Lavendula angustifolia)........118 MHz
* Myrrh (Commiphora myrrha)................105 MHz
* Blue Chamomile (Matricaria recutita).....105 MHz
* Juniper (Juniperus osteosperma)............98 MHz
* Aloes/Sandalwood (Santalum album)......96 MHz
* Angelica (Angelica archangelica)...........85 MHz
* Peppermint (Mentha peperita)..............78 MHz
* Galbanum (Ferula gummosa).................56 MHz
* Basil (Ocimum basilicum)......................52 MHz
The measured frequencies of essential oils begin at 52 MHz, the frequency of basil oil,
and go as high as 320 MHz — the frequency of rose oil. For comparison, fresh produce
has a frequency up to 15 MHz, dry herbs from 12 to 22 MHz, and fresh herbs from 20 to
27 MHz. Processed and canned foods have no measurable frequency whatsoever.
Human Electrical Frequencies and Fields
Dr. Robert O. Becker, in his book The Body Electric, tells us that the human body has an
electrical frequency, and also that much about a person's health can be determined by
its frequency levels.
In addition to his plant studies, Tainio developed a way to use his machine to measure
human electrical vibrational frequency by taking readings on various points of the body
and averaging those numbers together. His measurements indicate that the daytime
frequency of a healthy human body vibrates in the range of 62 to 68 MHz.
Intriguing as Tainio’s research is, its foundation may have been laid in the early years of
the 20th century by Dr. Royal R. Rife, M.D. (1888-1971). Dr. Rife conducted research
with a machine he developed called a “frequency generator” that applies currents of
specific frequencies to the body. He concluded that every disease has a specific
frequency.
According to Dr. Rife every cell, tissue and organ has its own vibratory resonance.
Working with his frequency generator, he found that specific frequencies would destroy
a cancer cell or a virus. His research demonstrated that certain frequencies could
prevent the development of disease, and that others would neutralize disease.
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Bjorn Nordenstrom, a radiologist from Stockholm, Sweden, discovered in the early
1980s that, by putting an electrode inside a tumor and running a milliamp of DC current
through the electrode, he could dissolve a cancer tumor and stop its growth. He also
found that the human body had electropositive and electronegative energy fields.
Studies conducted in 1992 by Tainio Technology, as an independent division of Eastern
State University in Cheny, Washington, reinforce the findings of these earlier
researchers. Tainio and colleagues determined that when a person's frequency drops
below the optimum healthy range, the immune system is compromised. Findings
supported by this research indicate that:
* Human cells can start to change (mutate) when their frequency drops below
62MHz.
* 58 MHz is the frequency of your body when you have a cold or the flu.
* When candida is present within your body, you vibrate at a frequency of
55MHz.
* 52 MHz is the frequency of a body with Epstein-Barr virus present.
* 42 MHz is the frequency of a body wherein cancer can appear.
* When the death process begins - the frequency has been measured at 20 MHz.

Effects of Outside Influences on Body Frequency
The study of frequencies raises an important question – how do the frequencies of
substances found in our environment affect our personal frequency? Based on his
studies, researcher Nikola Tesla said that, if we could eliminate certain outside
frequencies that interfered in our bodies, we would have greater resistance toward
disease.

Pathogens have a low frequency. Pollutants - both particulate and radiation (EMF) lower a healthy frequency. Processed and canned food having a frequency of zero can
greatly diminish a person's own frequency.
Even thoughts and feelings have a vibratory quality that forms a measurable frequency.
A negative mental state can lower a person's frequency by 10-12 MHz.
Likewise, a substance or influencing factor - such as thoughts, emotions, and frequency
devices - in our internal and external environments can also serve to raise our
frequencies. For example, a positive mental attitude, prayer or meditation can raise it by
10-15 MHz.
A substance with a higher frequency can raise a lower frequency due to the principle of
entrainment - the tendency for two oscillating bodies to lock into phase so that they
vibrate in harmony. This principle is key to understanding the effect essential oils can
have on our personal electromagnetic frequency.
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However, different types of frequencies can have a chaotic or a harmonizing effect on
our own systems. When something vibrates at many dissonant frequencies, it produces
“chaotic or incoherent frequencies.” (David Stewart, The Chemistry of Essential Oils
Made Simple).
For example, all of the electrical devices in your home – lamps, television, radio, phone,
microwave – emit electromagnetic vibrational frequencies that are incoherent and
chaotic. Their effect is to fracture the human electrical field.
By contrast, Dr. Rife’s frequency generator and most naturally occurring substances –
including essential oils – have coherent frequencies that resonate harmoniously with
the electrical field of the human body.
The Healing Process and the Subtle Energy Nature of Essential Oils
The human body vibrating within its normal vibratory range between 62 and 68 MHz is
considered in a state of health. But energy disturbances in the subtle bodies will actually
precede the appearance of disease and illness in the physical body.
The normally harmonious coherent frequencies of the body easily go out of “tune”
when a person experiences physical or emotional stress. A blockage of the flow of life
energy – characterized by inflammation, irritation and illness – can result. When the
human frequency range drops below the norm of 62 megahertz, this is when abnormal
processes can begin to develop.
When disease and illness are present, they may manifest as chemical imbalances. But
underlying this is an electromagnetic imbalance that has altered the specific vibrational
frequencies of molecules, cells, tissues and organs within the body.
Properly “retuning” the body to its original frequency brings it into balance and restores
its natural harmonic resonance – illness either doesn’t manifest or is resolved.
Dr. Richard Gerber MD, author of Vibrational Medicine, tells us that one of the best
ways we can change dysfunctional patterns in our energy bodies is to administer
therapeutic doses of “frequency-specific subtle energy in the form of vibrational
medicines.”
And researcher Jim Oschman, PhD, who wrote Energy Medicine, refers to natural
substances from the plant kingdom he calls “energetic pharmacology” (as distinguished
from chemical pharmacology). Therapeutic grade essential oils produce coherent
frequencies that are naturally tuned to the health of our bodies. Pharmaceuticals and
synthetic oils do not.
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The intention of this healing process is to provide the correct frequency that will bring
the body back to a state of coherence, to a state of equilibrium. Terry Friedman, in his
book, Freedom Through Health tells us that raising our vibrational frequency aids
in “restoring health to the body, clarity to the mind and attunement to the spirit.”
By applying an essential oil with a particular frequency to the human body – through the
principle of entrainment - the oil’s higher frequency will raise the vibratory quality of
that individual. When several oils are blended together, each having a different MHz
frequency, a frequency will emerge that may be higher or lower than the various
components. The therapeutic properties create special vibrational remedies capable of
healing or rebalancing the body/mind/soul/spirit.
And because each oil has a specific frequency, and our organs and body systems and the
nutrients needed to maintain optimum health each have their specific frequencies, the
oil's electrical affinity to these components of our bodies will enhance and support
these organs and body systems, and will aid in the assimilation of nutrients.
Essential oils in the higher frequency ranges tend to influence the emotions. EOs in the
lower frequencies have more effect on structural and physical changes, including cells,
hormones, and bones, as well as viruses, bacteria, and fungi.
Essential oils don’t resonate with the toxins in our bodies. This incompatibility is what
helps eliminate the toxins from our systems. Neither do they resonate with negative
emotions. So they can help dislodge forgotten traumas by surfacing them in our
consciousness where we can deal with them and let them go.
Clinical research shows that essential oils have the highest frequency of any natural
substance known to man, creating an environment in which disease, bacteria, virus,
fungus, etc., cannot live. I believe that the chemistry and frequencies of essential oils
have the ability to help man maintain the optimal frequency to the extent that disease
cannot exist.
Gary Young of Young Living Essential Oils
The beauty of using therapeutic grade essential oils to restore coherent healthy
vibrational frequencies to the body is that they are:
* Affordable
* Accessible
* Effective
* Versatile
Essential oils offer us a natural way to restore our body's healthy electromagnetic
vibrational frequency. The elegance of their holism allows for easy functionality in our
daily lives. Their constant subtle presence gently resonates with our body’s electrical
fields aiding and restoring harmonic health and well-being on all levels.
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Essential Oils.....
Why are they receiving so much
attention?
We've spent billions of dollars on cancer research and cancer continues to strike! We spend billions of
dollars on drugs to cure our bodies, discovering that the drugs have side effects that cause secondary
weaknesses. Yet there are those who obtain heath naturally without drugs and without any recurrence of
the health challenge. There are many factors to consider. Each person's genetics are different. Life style
characteristics such as environment, choices of foods we eat and attitude, all play a part in dis-ease. Stress
is another related factor that attacks our immune system.
What is exciting is to see are the many people who are discovering health principles so simple that they
are balancing themselves through complicated health diseases to full health. The body is an incredible
machine if given the proper nutrients to work towards its balance. Many scientific fields are beginning to
understand healing in alternative ways. How do we fill in the missing link to our nutrient supply? How can
we make better medical choices without so many negative side effects from drugs? Why do we rely so
heavily on drugs as the medium for healing? How do we find the right answers and make the correct
choices? We would like to introduce you to "Essential” plant oils, a kinder path to healing without the many
side effects that drugs often bring

What are essential oils?
Essential oils are the heartbeat of the plant kingdom, the energy created in the plant to deliver
the nutrients into every cell of the body. They have the ability to regenerate and strengthen and
protect our bodies from the threatening illnesses of today. The pure intelligence of essential oils
can naturally reach into the deep blood barrier of our brain, cross into the chemical barriers of the
cells and bring life to dying cells. As blood is essential
in carrying nutrients and oxygen to our body, the oil of the plant is the life blood to the roots and
stems and flowers of the plant.

How do essential oils work?
Essential oils are carriers of nutrients. They oxygenate the cells. They are anti-oxidants to the
cell. They are capable of killing bacteria and viruses in the cell. Scientists have been astonished
at how essential oils play a major role in not only the delivering of oxygen and nutrients to the
tissues, but also in assisting in the disposal of toxic waste from the tissues. There are 200-800
chemical constituents within a single oil. No two oils are alike in their effect on the body. What do

chemical constituents do in the cell?
Aldehydes: are anti-infectious, sedative and calming to the nervous system. Lavender and
Chamomile are examples of calming oils.

Eugenols: are antiseptic and stimulating. These chemical constituents are found in Cinnamon
and Clove oil

Ketones: stimulate cell regeneration, liquefy mucous, and help dry asthma, colds and flu.
Lavender, Hyssop, and Patchouly oils can work here.

Phenols: are antiseptic and kill bacteria and viruses. Oregano and Thyme oils are examples
of phenols.
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Sesquiterpenes: are anti-inflammatory, work as liver and gland stimulants, and can go beyond the
brain blood barrier, increasing oxygen around the pineal and pituitary glands. Oils that carry this are
Frankincense and Sandalwood.

Terpene alcohols: are antibacterial and work as diuretics and decongestants. Juniper and Citrus
oils are examples of Terpene alcohols.

Is this a recent discovery?
No! The first records date back to Biblical times. In 1817, the Ebers Papyrus was discovered. It was
over 870 feet long and was referred as a medicinal scroll. It dated back to 1500 B.C. and included
over 800 different formulations of herbal prescriptions and remedies of oils. There are 188 references
of essential oils in the Bible:
"Moreover; the Lord spoke unto Moses saying: Take thou also unto thee principal of spices of pure
myrrh...of sweet cinnamon...of sweet calamus...of cassia...and of olive...and thou shalt make it an oil of holy
ointment, an ointment compound after the art of the apothecary, it shall be an holy anointing."
Exodus 30:22-25

Some have labeled essential oils as alternative healing methods, but they were the original
medicines! European doctors and hospitals are now using essential oils for their patients with
success. Thousands in America and around the world, are discovering the healing properties of
essential oils also!

We invite you to learn more:
These are pure oils, not diluted or altered by chemicals. Young Living Essential Oils sells the finest
and purest oils by one of the foremost researcher in the United States, Dr. Gary Young, N.D. Young
Living is dedicated to “Healing Principles”, with a mission to educate the buyer about the importance
and usage of each oil.
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Other things you might want to add to the envelope:
 Recipes for oils
 Testimonials that are not about disease like what lemon oil
does and oils for cooking, etc
 Put in blogs by Gary Young on lavender!
Use your imagination. Fill the 5X9” Astro Brite with colored sheets
of information and give this to your guests with a plate of cookie as
you leave. Why? What will they do? They will sit and eat the
cookies and feel how fabulous the experience of oils on their feet!
Give them knowledge! Send a sheet on frequency.

Here is an example of an invitation you may want to
send out to your guests:
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I invite you to

A Footsie Tootsie Party!
What is that?!
It is a wonderful way to experience a luxurious foot massage in my
home. Your feet will be massaged lovingly with the purest of
essential oils. Young Living’s Peppermint oil, Lavender oil, Juva Flex,
Di-Tone and Aroma Life oils will be applied. Then we surround your
feet with hot, most towels. The oils will penetrate your feet and you
will have an awakening experience of pure oils within you!

Please Come!
This will be a time to learn about new ways to feel great and
experience a whole new way to approaching health! It is a time to
enjoy friendships, learn new ways of using essential oils to support
our health with no side effects. I am so excited about this that I
wanted to share it with my wonderful friends! We’ll eat, visit and
have a foot massage! (The massages are heavenly!)
When:
Where:
Time:
My phone:
RSVP:
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If you would like more information on how to do a Footsie
Tootsie Party please contact me. If you have any suggestions
on how it could be improved or if you find errors in these
instructions please contact me.
Chris Anderson
3096 East Somerset Drive
Spanish Fork, UT 84660
801-471-3159 cell

Go Back To The www.younglivingoils.net training page
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